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       You can be sorry you aren't perfect, but never be sorry for being
yourself. 
~Gabriel Macht

My family is full of musicians, and a couple of times a year we get
together and jam at my cousin's studio. We improvise and have a great
time. 
~Gabriel Macht

There is a thing, like a bird, weak and fluttering within my chest, i cradle
it and care for it as anyone should an injured thing, yet, i silently pray
for it's death. 
~Gabriel Macht

I'm a T-shirt-and-jeans-with-combat-boots guy. And if I don't have to
shave, I don't. 
~Gabriel Macht

I'm a straight shooter, and most of the time my ego doesn't interrupt my
relationships. 
~Gabriel Macht

Well, honestly, I'm not a massive fan of courtroom dramas. 
~Gabriel Macht

I believe that shows should be shot where they take place. 
~Gabriel Macht

Frank Miller is more of a visionary than any director I've ever worked
with, and he achieves that vision better than anyone I've ever worked
with. 
~Gabriel Macht

If you go to pilot then you are probably going to go to series. That's my
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feeling about it. 
~Gabriel Macht

I really feel that New York City is the greatest city in the world. 
~Gabriel Macht

My parents would have loved it if my brother or I had become a doctor
or lawyer. 
~Gabriel Macht

I don't mind doing the green-screen stuff at all, and in fact it's a lot like
black-box theater, which I did plenty of in New York. 
~Gabriel Macht
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